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eva.zornio@gmail.com
www.evazornio.com

My work was enriched by a first trajectory
in biology very much centered around the life
phenomenon. Today I investigate in the manner of
a passionate researcher and offer experiences. The
idea of context is central to my work and circulating
around this concept borrowed from the pragmatists
enables me to play with both space (the place where
the artwork is executed) and time (the circumstances
in which the artwork happens).
I produce forms in a permanent state
of imbalance - homeostasis based propositions. I
navigate through objects, ideas, and truths produced
by different scientific methodologies and seek to
show how these shape our current society and our
interactional systems.

affective evaluation - institute
HEAD - Genève, 2019

view: installation activation
on the screen : Yasmine’s body practice
©Rebecca Bowring
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navigation guide
My practice is not linear, it rather takes the
form of a dynamic network whose elements interact
with each other. There are also ellipses and asymptotic
curves. I formalized this document beginning with a
major project called affective evaluation, on which
I spent most of my time and for which I produced
various installations and performances - with the help
and complicity of operators and collaborators.
These are the fictional and functional spaces such as
an laboratory unit (p.3-4, 10-11), a reception space
(p.5-7), an institute (p.8-9) and the studies (p.15-17).
The latter mostly consist of performances whose titles
have emerged from the notion of intersubjectivity.
Throughout the portfolio, you will find views of
exhibitions, performances and archives of documents
(datas) collected over the various protocols. These
residual documents structure the progress of the
research and are the groundwork of some of the
artworks. This apparatus continues to operate and to
produce installations and performances.
An other part of the portfolio (p.12-13, 14,
18-19) is dedicated to artworks whose theoretical and
aesthetic aspects address issues that are significant
to me.
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the aesthetic emotions scale (AESTHEMOS) - 2020
The performative installation produced for the exhibition of the Bourses
de la Ville de Genève presents a research unit in affective sciences installed in the
exhibition space and incorporating the Centre d’Art Contemporain into the experience.
Formal elements using visual codes borrowed from the universe of start-ups and the
contemporary art industry compose an installation that invites spectators to enact within
the exhibition space. Through this proposition I tried to highlight the various types of
relationships that are involved in this specific context. Relationships intertwined among
human beings, aesthetic experience, affects and visual art on one side, and on the other
side specific interactions within the institution. Therefore, the collaborators of the Centre
d’Art Contemporain are invited to take part in the setting up of the "study on the affective
dynamics of the aesthetic experience" and in its successful (or unsuccessful) running
throughout the exhibition.
A breakthrough in the picture rail enclosing the floor windows allows external
light to enter. On the pedestal lies a stack of notebooks labeled affective evaluation in
which the questionnaires to be filled in are inserted. The notebooks with blank pages
are offered to the participants, who can also take a pencil from the small plexiglass tray
nearby. A built-in loudspeaker broadcasts an announcement, a female voice inviting
spectators to participate in the study throughout their visit and to leave the completed
questionnaire at the exit of the exhibition to a collaborator (on the ground floor, the
reception staff wears a tiny and elegant affective evaluation badge).
During the opening, an operator from affective evaluation is present. She
invites the visitors to participate in the study on the affective dynamics of the aesthetic
experience (see picture on the right) and answers their eventual questions.

The Aesthetic Emotions Scale (AESTHEMOS)
Exhibition Bourses de la Ville de Genève 2020
Centre d’Art Contemporain Genève
View: breakthrough in the picture rail, F4 numeric prints on plexiglas,
booklets, soundtrack, æ badge, pedestal with built-in loudspeaker and
pencils in plexiglas tray, carpet.
Performer : Christina Antonarakis, voice : Rebecca Bowring
@Raphaelle Mueller
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The Aesthetic Emotions Scale (AESTHEMOS)
Exhibition «Bourses de la Ville de Genève 2020»
Centre d’Art Contemporain Genève

View: breakthrough in the picture rail, booklets with
questionnaires inserted, soundtrack, pedestal with
built-in loudspeaker and pencils in plexiglas tray.
@Raphaelle Mueller
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reception space - 2019
Since 2018 I have been investigating concepts and questions related to
intersubjectivity. This research applies to relationships in an array of complexities - biological,
social, political, philosophical, affective. I attempt to find out what the functions of emotions in
our societal structures are, how these concepts connect to those of corporeality and I explore
how societal structures produce normalized spaces: I am therefore engaged in the politics of
affects.
On the other hand, I am interested in encounters, in collaboration, in the phenomena of collective
and complicit intelligence, the manner in which everyone can enact in a given context.
To answer these questions and to nourish my research, I have created an entity called affective
evaluation. A type of functional and fictional research unit, proposing actions and interventions in
which systems of signs coming from different types of spaces and production methodologies are
generated:
laboratory - technology - research
medical - wellness - care
late capitalism - startup - design
governance - management - data.
The title of the exhibition "Etudes sur l’empathie" curated by Charlotte Laubard at the
Fondation d’entreprise Ricard is directly inspired by the performative projects carried out within
affective evaluation, taking the form of studies circulating around concepts related to affects and
proposing experiences based on methodologies elaborated in the psychological and cognitive
sciences. Here I wanted to create the reception space of affective evaluation, carrying out a kind
of infiltration within the institution. On the glass door of the entrance, a self-adhesive vinyl with
the affective evaluation logo is added just below the foundation’s logo. I further invested the
entrance hall of the Fondation d’entreprise Ricard by installing prints proposing circular graphics
on the wall usually used to present the titles of the current exhibitions. The exhibition booklet
is "sponsored" by affective evaluation. On the glass door of the entrance, a self-adhesive vinyl
with the affective evaluation logo is added just below the foundation’s logo. The employees wear
an ae badge during the entire exhibition, the artists and the curator wear the badge during the
opening.
As visitors enter the exhibition, they are invited to first complete a study on empathy a prerequisite for a "good experience" of the exhibition.

Reception Space

Exhibition Etudes sur l’Empathie, 2019
Fondation d’Entreprise Ricard (Paris)
View: F4 numeric prints on paper
mounted on aluminium plate 2mm,
self adhesive vinyl.
@Aurélien Mole
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Reception Space

Exhibition Etudes sur l’Empathie, 2019
Fondation d’Entreprise Ricard (Paris)
<

View: Questionnaires to be completed,
business cards, plexiglas table and
storage, stylos, chairs.
@Aurélien Mole
>

View: cover of the exhibition booklet.
Designed by Neo Neo
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Reception Space

Exhibition Etudes sur l’Empathie, 2019
Fondation d’Entreprise Ricard (Paris)
View: F4 numeric prints on paper mounted on aluminium plate 2mm, aromatherapy diffusor, desk.
@Aurélien Mole

https://issue-journal.ch/focus-posts/agencements-de-cobayes/

Institute

HEAD - Genève, 2019
View: F4 numeric prints on paper mounted on mdf wood plate 8mm,
wood table and stools, glass jug, gym mat
©Rebecca Bowring
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institute - 2019
The installation produced for the final jury at the Haute-Ecole
d’Art et de Design Genève is an institute offering different experimental
modules that take on the methodological challenges of research in
cognitive sciences while proposing non-invasive experiments: an interaction
module composed of a round table in light wood and two stools of different
sizes, an observation module inviting one to look outside by climbing on an
unstable stepladder. A family of signs blurring the lines between research
and care institutes is deployed here in a unique space: waiting room,
doctor’s desk, experimental units, advertisement video, scientific posters
among others.
The spatial arrangement of the different elements as well as the
design of the objects reveal accidents, aberrations and imbalances that are
generally erased when scientific discourse and facts are made public or
standardized within institutions that receive patients/clients.

Institute

HEAD - Genève, 2019
View: observation unit made of wood and metal,
stepladder made of wood, gymn mate
©Rebecca Bowring
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study on affective response in exhibition context - 2018
Affective evaluation originates in the researches and preparatory work for the
exhibition Image:Reading curated by Nicolas Brulhart and Sylvain Menétrey. The installation
produced for the exhibition proposes a positivist and objective look at the artworks that
surround it and the study proposal is structured from quantitative methodologies and
technologic measures.
How do you approach a work of art?
Does the aesthetic experience have to do with affect? With the body?
In what way?
Is it possible to measure physiological signs of the aesthetic experience?
The experience is designed as a preliminary study of the modalities of
experimentation and implementation of the different questions listed above. The elements
of the installation and the scenario invoke quantitative methodologies such as the multiplechoice questionnaire or technological tools for physiological measurements. When Forde is
open to the public, a standing table with a glass tabletop occupies the center of the space
On the surface, are displayed objects borrowed from the field of affective sciences or serving
for the running of affective evaluation. When the exhibition is closed to the public, the space
turns into a laboratory. I receive the registered participants one by one and follow a protocol:
welcome and explanations ; free walk in the exhibition space ; multiple choices questionnaire
(evaluation of attention to one’s own emotions) ; free walk in the exhibition space ; directed
interview (audio recorded).
The heartbeat of each participant is recorded, and the movements in space are transcribed
on a plan of the exhibition.
On the glass surface there are: scientific articles on pages summarizing,
schematizing and representing human empathy, a stack of questionnaires and a stack of
drawings collected during a previous study, a registration sheet, two electrophysiological
measurement devices coupled with an application allowing to trace variations in real time on
the screen of a tablet, a stack of blank questionnaires containing items borrowed in a test
developed at the Swiss Center for Affective Sciences based in Geneva.

Study on Affective Response in Exhibition Context
Exhibition Image:Reading, 2018
Forde (Genève)

View: exhibition space, standing table with a glass tabletop, objects borrowed from the field of affective
sciences or serving for the running of affective evaluation.
Participant: Sylvain Menétrey, performer: Eva Zornio

©Sandra Pointet
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Study on Affective Response in Exhibition Context
Exhibition Image:Reading, 2018
Forde (Genève)

View: standing table with a glass tabletop, objects borrowed from the field of
affective sciences or serving for the running of affective evaluation.

©Sandra Pointet
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Domestic workshop for Cultural Management
Espace Libre, 2020

View: set of 48 cards (97 x 143 mm) composed of 6 families/themes,
packed in a sheet presenting the set and families.
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domestic workshop for cultural management - 2020
Domestic workshop for cultural management is a work realized in
collaboration with Julien Berberat during a «confined» residency at espace libre in
Biel. As the sanitary prerequisites to realize an exhibition at the end of the residency
were not fulfilled, we oriented our proposal towards the creation of a performative
piece, sent to the public by mail.
The reassignment by Visarte Biel/Bienne of espace libre managing mandate
in the course of this year was the pretext to carry out a process of thinking about the
forms that the administration of an art space can take and the challenges it covers.
The outcome of this work «Atelier domestique de gestion culturelle» took the form of a
set of 48 cards composed of 6 families/themes from which the users can create their
own art space.
*Green Family: Note of intent
Choose your note of intent and print an art direction with espace libre.
*Brown family: Logo
What visual identity for espace libre?
*Pink family : Organizational chart
Choose your mode of governance. Rather vertical
leadership or collective consultation?
*Blue Family: Financing
Where would you get your funding? Ethical or
opportunistic?
*Yellow Family: Budget
Define financial priorities and strategic choices.
*Red Family: Inaugural Program
Espace libre opens! Sign a program that suits you.

Domestic workshop for Cultural Management
Espace Libre, 2020

View: 8 cards from brown family, 5 cards from pink family
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33 drawings of empathy - 2020
A study on empathy was performed
in Paris to collect the data which was then
used to produce some of the artworks installed
in the affective evaluation reception area at
the Fondation d’entreprise Ricard. During this
performance organized for the opening night of
Cyberrance - an artist-run space, my colleague
from affective evaluation and I collected 33
drawings of empathy.
I composed a video from these 33
drawings, a slow and gentle succession of these
abstract, figurative, expressionist, minimal,
graphic, marker-drawn representations.
For two weeks, the video was
streamed every day from 9pm to 5am on the
screen embedded in the outer wall of Grand
Palais.

33 Drawings of Empathy

Nine to Five, curated by Deborah Müller, 2020
Grand Palais, Berne
View: video
©Nico Müller
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studies - since 2018
The concept of empathy has become widely recognized in a common way over
the past decade. Looking at the sphere of mass media, we can easily observe that in ordinary
language, the semantic field related to "empathy" encompasses a whole range of individual
and collective psychophysiological experiences and states: projection, transfer, association,
expression, emotional resonance, affective contagion, communion, fusion, identification,
compassion, consent, altruism, solidarity, sympathy, harmony, universal love, etc. I employ this
concept as a critical force and as an invitation to perform. The ideas and objects resulting from
the life experience, from living together, and having a strong meaning in common discourse are
closely linked to affects. Even if the terms are defined differently according to one or another
field of expertise, it is always a question of another with whom a link is created (positively or
negatively), a link that conveys an affective dimension of the experience. Therefore, I consider
affects as movements that constitute a life-giving dimension that has political force. This
immediate political dimension is integrated into the definition of affect as a process of meaning
and relationship. According to Spinoza: "an affect is the power to affect and be affected", it is
indeed the idea of relation that is embodied in the formula "to affect and to be affected".
The studies are perfomances following protocols that allow for the acquisition of data
and documents such as questionnaires, drawings, informal interviews, etc. and invite participants
into a space for expression and action. On the other hand, these performative experiences
attempt to highlight specific neoliberal and institutional policies and their own logics, which are
often directed towards registers that are never simply conscious or rational.
Playing along and participating in a study, accepting to take a minor role in this
specific context therefore offers an occasion to re-enact and thus potentially increase awareness
of elements which remain unnoticed most of the time.

Study on Empathy #2

Act Performance Festival, 2018
Le Cube, Genève
View: participants filling the questionnaire.
©Quentin Lannes
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study on affective dynamics of
the empathic experience - 2020
During this performance I wear the operator’s outfit of affective
evaluation. For two hours, I run the welcoming and guidance of the
participants in the study. The scenario is organized in a few phases. The
visitors approach the table behind which I am sitting, I invite them to sit
down, I quickly introduce them to affective evaluation and its functioning,
and then I explain the ongoing study.The first step is to fill out a quantitative
questionnaire, the second step is to produce a drawing of an empathic
experience, and finally the participants receive what has been called a "fig
of destiny" - a fresh fig, inside of which I have inserted a thin strip of plasticcoated paper with a little maxim gleaned here and there, which works like a
fortune cookie.

Study on Affective Dynamics of Empathic Experience
curated by Media Naranja, 2020
Sissi Club, Marseille

View: participants filling the questionnaire or drawing, affective evaluation
operator’s outfit, figs of destiny on a glass bowl.
©Cyril Debon
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Study on Affective Dynamics of Empathic Experience
curated by Media Naranja
Sissi Club, Marseille, 2020

View: scanned filled questionnaires and drawing of an
empathic experience by participant n°15.
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No cameras, no cellphones, no videos
Sauve qui Peut (la vie), 2019
LiveInYourHead, Genève

View: Cinema lighting, ikea furniture covered with fabric, embroideries, carpet.
©HEAD_MGiesbrecht
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No cameras, no cellphones, no videos - 2019
This experience was produced for a
"decomposed" performance by Pierre Bal-Blanc at
LiveInYourHead Geneva in September 2019, based on
Godard’s Sauve qui peut (la vie). The time of the event
is spread out over the duration of the film (84’), and is
structured over various interventions including No camera,
no cellphones, no videos: an empty TV set without any
recording device occupying an entire room. At the opening
the lights are turned off, 30 minutes later all the projectors
are turned on for the two empty seats. As time goes by,
the spectators grab the set and come to play whatever
they want.

No cameras, no cellphones, no videos
Sauve qui Peut (la vie), 2019
LiveInYourHead, Genève

View: Cinema lighting, ikea furniture covered with fabric, embroideries, carpet.
Installation activation by the visitors.
©HEAD_MGiesbrecht

EVA ZORNIO
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born in Arlesheim (CH) in 1987
lives and works in Genève, Suisse

After a first degree in biology and a master’s
degree in neurosciences in 2011, Eva Zornio moved into
the field of the arts. In 2015, she obtains a master’s degree
in contemporary artistic practices at the Geneva School
of Art and Design. Her work proposes experiences and
situations from which performative dynamics emerge.
In 2019 she exhibits at the Fondation d’Entreprise
Ricard in Paris, in 2020 she is nominated and exhibits for the
Bourses de la Ville at Centre d’Art Contemporain Genève.

2016-2019
2011-2015
2009-2011
2005-2008

MA work.master, HEAD - Genève (CH)
BA cinéma, HEAD - Genève (CH)
MA neurosciences, Université de Genève (CH)
BA biologie, Université de Fribourg, (CH)

Solo exhibition
2020

33 drawings of empathy, Nine to five, Grand Palais, Berne (CH)

Collective exhibitions & performances
to come
2020

Instabil II, Das Experiment / Der Beweis, Klingental, Bâle (CH)
Nona Decima Morta, Sissi Club, Marseille (FR)
Bourses de la Ville, Centre d’Art Contemporain, Genève (CH)
		Tranches de macaque, Close Distance : Covidiality, lumpenstation.art
		Unexpected Delivery (duo), Espace Libre, Bienne (CH)
		Pœrnf, Couvent de la Cômerie, Marseille (FR)
2019

Études sur l’Empathie, Fondation d’Entreprise Ricard, Paris (FR)

Cantonale Berne-Jura, Kunsthaus, Langenthal (CH)
Cantonale Berne-Jura, Musée Jurassien des Beaux-Arts, Moutier (CH)
		Sauve qui peut, LiveInYourHead, Genève (CH)
		Nothing is always something, LiveInYourHead, Genève (CH)
2018
XVIIe Biennale Visarte Jura, Fours à Chaux, St-Ursanne (CH)
Summer Academy ISR x HEAD, Institut Suisse, Rome (IT)
		Image : Reading, Forde, Genève (CH)
		Vedo Non Vedo, Institut Suisse, Rome (IT)
		L’élément Contingent, LiveInYourHead, Genève (CH)
		Silicat Places’s Release Party, Smallville, Neuchâtel (CH)
		Retour de Pistes, Duplex/Walden, Genève (CH)
2017
Technologies of violence, Casa Encendida, Madrid (ES)
Summer Academy ISR x HEAD, Institut Suisse, Rome (IT)

Screenings
2019
Le Système Miroir, Tënk (plateforme SVoD)
2016
Le Système Miroir, Taiwan International Documentary Festival (TW)
		Le Système Miroir, 51. Solothurner Filmtage, Soleure (CH)

Publications
2020
2019
2018

Artist Network Theory, Genève (CH)
Études sur L’Empathie, HEAD, Genève (CH)
L’élément contingent, HEAD, Genève (CH)

Texts
2020
Agencements de Cobayes, Sylvain Menétrey, Issue, Genève (CH)
		Études sur l’empathie, Indira Béraud, Artpress n°474, Paris (FR)
2018
Science on the Screen, Roberta Kwok, Nature 553

Awards & residencies
2020-22
2020

Ateliers de la Ville, FMAC, Genève (CH)
Atelier d’artiste, Cité Internationale des Arts, Paris (FR)

